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This concert is a FUNDRAISER for the RASTA Animal Rescue Sanctuary.
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Additional Presentations by the Tuttles (at different venues):
• Aug. 20 1pm Your Inner Islands $10
(Breathing Space Studio, Brentwood)
• Aug. 20 7pm Healing Power of Music $Donation
(St. Mary's Church, Saanichton)
• Aug. 22 3pm Creating Joy as a Vegan Advocate $Donation
(Green Cuisine, Victoria)
• Aug 22 7pm The World Peace Diet $FREE
(Victoria Public Library – Central Branch)

INFO & Registration:
250‐721‐1101 chris@veged.ca www.veged.ca
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One goal of the World Peace Concert for the Animals is to help
RASTA Animal Rescue Sanctuary procure funds for building a
new barn. Their old barn is rotting and becoming a safety
concern for the animals. It has no foundation and the structure
is falling apart.
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RASTA needs to build a larger barn to accommodate over 70
animals, and to store their feed. (The hay and straw bales are
currently stored in a carport, and the feed is stored on pallets in
the founder's basement).
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A barn is an essential part of a Sanctuary, to shelter the animals
from cold and harsh weather, provide space for medical
treatment, and allow senior and sensitive animals, like birds, to
be more comfortable in a heated environment, and also to
safely quarantine newcomer or sick animals.
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RASTA hopes to build a new barn this summer, but the project is
a massive undertaking that requires significant funds ($60K+++).
They hope that fundraising efforts will help make this happen.
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Please consider supporting their project by attending the
concert, and/or by making a tax‐deductible donation towards
the barn fund. Link to donate to RASTA's barn fund:
https://www.canadahelps.org/en/dn/11752
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